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PRESS OF NMSCHKE BROTHERS, COLUMQUS. OHO.
KENYON STUDENTS!
Patronize those who
Advertise in
--HTHE COLLEGIAN. H
m p. b.
ami Dealer in Mtsical Instri-.mextm- , including
(Suitars, Banjos, 2Hanoolins,
Strings for the above instruments always in stock.
115 South Main Street, Mt. .Vkrnon, O.
Geo. K. Hakkk. C. Wilson Haki.
GEO. R. BAKER & SON,
PHARMACISTS
205 South Main St. Sign BIG HAND,
. MT. VERNON, OHIO.
Fine perfume and Toilet ftrti
cle$, Artists' Materials, Fine
Stationery and Station-
ers' Supplies,
DOMESTICand IMPORTED CIGARS
Engraved Cards and Invitation
Furnished on Short Notice.
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
For FIXE FURXISIIIXG GOODS and HATS. Call at
131 South Main Street, Mt. Vernon, 0.,
AVhere you will find a carefully selected stock, especially adapted tu
MILLER HATS,
UNDERWEAR,
XECKAVEAR,
GLOVES,
the College trade.
SPECIALTIES
COLLEGE CAPS,
1 1 A XI) KERCHIEFS,
HOSIERY,
SHIRTS,
COLLARS axi) CUFFS, UMBRELLAS, Etc. Etc.
Mail Orders Promptly Attended To.
C. H. c W. B. GRANT,
Hatters and Haberdashers.
The Patronage of the Students of Kenyon Solicited.
THE COLLEGIAN.
Fine Clothing,
Hats I Haberdashery
CHOICE AND COMPLETE .
ASSORTMENT.
Shirts, Underwear,
Canes, Handkerchiefs,
Neckwear, Hosiery,
Umbrellas, Collars,
Suspenders, Cuffs,
Mackintosh es,
Bicycle and Tennis Wear,
Full Dress Suits and Vests.
NEWEST AND LATEST '
NEW YORK AND ENGLISH
NOVELTIES.
STADLER,
S. W. Cor. Public Square
and Main Street,
MT. VERNON, O.
A. WINELAN1),
SHAVING PARLORS
13 Main St., Mt. VERNON, O.,
Respectfully solicit the patronage of students
when in need of anything in the
Tonsorial Art Line.
Richard West,
MERCHANT TAILOR,
No. 4 Kremlin Block, MT. VERNON, O.
Vr. L. SINGER,
TAILOR,
GAMBIER, OHIO.
A. D. WELKER,
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Office, Chase Avenue,
GAMBIER, OHIO.
R. L. CASTEEL.igBEg
BARBER,
Two Doors South of Post Office,
GAMBIER, OHIO.
JL. A. QUA.ID,
THE NOBBY GENTS' FURNISHER.
The Latest Styles Always on Hand.
Main Street, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
LITTLE '
NUGGET
RESTAURANT
and
BILLIARD
PARLOR.
First -- Class Lunch Counter Attached.
REFRESHMENTS OF ALL KINDS.
216 and 218 South Main St. Mt. Vernon, 0.
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L. P. HOLBROOK, D. D. S.,
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
J. S. RINGWALT & CO,
DEALERS IN
CARPETS, RUGS, CURTAINS, POLES,
Fancy Table Covers, Scarfs,
Also Complete Line of Upholstery Goods.
DR. E. J. HYATT,
DEALER IN
DRUGS, MEDICINES,
Toilet ftrticleg,
Perfumes,
Fine Cigars,
Etc., Etc.
Chase Avenue, GAMBIER, OHIO.
MT. VERNON, O.
WHOLESALE AND RETAL DEALERS IN
CHINA, GLASSWARE, LAMPS,
GAS FIXTURES, WALL PAPER,
Paints, Oils and Varnishes, Painters' Supplies,
Special attention given Contracts for Painting and Deco-
rative Paper Hanging.
S. R. DOOLITTLE,
GAMBIER, OHIO,
DEALER IN
Dry Goods, Groceries,
Notions, Hardware, Etc.
"CHECKERED FRONT"
CANDY AND FRUIT STOBi;
18 THE TLACE TO BUY
FRESH CANDIES,
California Fruits and Nuts of All Kinds.
.A.. JACOBS,
douls ana oiioes
Ready-mad- e and to Order.
REPAIRING NEATLY AND PROMPTLY
ATTENDED TO.
ALONZO JACOBS,
CHASE AVENUE, GAMBIER, OHIO
H. C. WRIOHT,
GAMBIER, OHIO,
Keeps a Full Line of Students' Supplies
AT THE LOWEST RATES.
Fruits and Candies
ALWAYS FRESH.
CHAS. STANTON,
ONE DOOR WEST OF THE KENYON HOUSE.
Has refitted his Shop and now has Two Chain.
EVERYTHING NEAT AND CLEAN.
Ladies' and Children's Bangs Cut, either in the
Shop or at Home. Give him a call.
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C. G. SCOTT & SON, a. k. sipe,
dealers in Merchant Tailor and
DRY CiOODS, XOTIOtfS, Gents' Furnisher.
(J ROCERIES, HARDWARE
124 Soutu Main St. East Side.
A Full Line op Tobaccos, Pipes, Cigars, Ji.. 1 . Jilib 1 ILli,Cigarettes, Etc.
DEALER IN
ANTHRACITE & BITUMINOUS COALGive us a Call. GAMBIER, OHIO.
office at depot.rn a n t nnruFRED. A. OLOUCxri. Leave Orders with C. G. Scott & Son, or P. H. Smith.
I am prepared to show my large line of 3
-- i "7 O. K. Steam Laundry,DIAMONDS, JJC
WATCHES, JU B- - H. LEE, Pbop'r,
JEWELR1, t MT. VERNON, OHIO.
SILVERWARE,
,r
"' I H. C. Wright, Agent, Gambier, 0I'iaxos, Organs, and Sewing Machines.
Teachers Co-Operat- ive Association Tht'Established In 1884. 1 Positions filled, 2300. Seeks Teachers who
are ambitious for advancement rather than those without positions.
23est ysters cmb ZTleals
D'ARCEY'S RESTAURANT
SEPARATE PARLORS FOR LADIES.
Second Floor, Opposite post Office, MT. YERNON, 0.
Open Till 12 P. M. Sundays Till 10 P. M.
iv
OXFORD CAPS AT REDUCED
RATES TO STUDENTS.
THE COLLEGIAN.
IValcolm VclS)onalel,
5asl?tonaMe fatter
FOR THE LATEST STYLES IN HATS CALL ON ME.
EXCLUSIVE STYLES NOT TO BE FOUND ELSEWHERE
67 S. HIGH ST., OPP. STATE HOUSE,
CO 1. 1' MlllS, OHIO.
College Calendar.
1893. CHRISTMAS TERM.
Sept. 12 Tuesduy Examinations for Admission.
13 Wednesday Term opens at 6 o'clock P. M.
20 Wednesday Preparatory School opens.
Oct. 5 Thursday Theological School opens.
Nov. 1 All Saints Day Founders' Day.
29 Thursday Thanksgiving.
Dec. 20 Wednesday Term Examinations begin.
1894. EASTER TERM.
Jan. 10 Wednesday Term opens at 5 o'clock P. M.
Feb. 8 Thursday Ash Wednesday.
22 Thursday Washington's Birthday.
23 Friday Good Friday.
25 Sunday Easter.
Mar. 28 Wednesday Term Examinations begin.
Chas. A. Dermody,
MERCHANT TAILOR,
DEALER IN
FOKKIUN AND DOMESTIC GoOIR
110 South Main Street,
MT. "VIERICTOasr, OHIO.
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Devoted to the interests of Kenyon College.
Gambier, Ohio, October, 1893.
editors:
Clay V. Sanford, '94, - - - Editnr-in-Chie- f
Fred J. Doolittle, 94, - - Business Mmuujer
associate editors:
Arthur Dumper, '95, Geo. P. Atwater, '95,
' Alfred L. M. Gottsciialk, '95,
Charles C. Wright '96,
Herbert A. Barber, '96, - AxsH Business Mgr.
CORRESPONDENTS :
Allan Napier, '62 New York
Clifford A. Neff, '88 Cleveland
Ralph S. Holbrook, '87 Toledo
Henry G. Perry, '53 Chicago
Hi'oh Sterling, '87 St. Louis
Rollin B. Hubbard, '91 San Francisco
All communications, contributions, and other
matter for publication, should be sent to Clay
V. Sanford.
Business letters should be addressed, and all
bills made payable to F. J. Doolittle.
All subscriptions continued until notice of
discontinuance is received, and all arrearages
paid.
Communications and contributions solicited
from every one connected with Kenyon College,
and especially from the alumni.
The Editor-in-Chie- f is personally responsible
for everything that enters into the columns of
this paper.
TERMS-- SI. 00 PER YEAR (IF PAID IN ADVANCE ).
EDITORIALS.
The October number of the Bates Stu-
dent (uoes an article which appeared in
a Maine newspaper wondering why it is
that tlie parents of college men do not se-
riously object to their sons "fooling away"'
their valuable time on athletics and such
other pursuits as keep them from their
No. 5.
studies. This seems to be just exactly
what a great number of our own students
fear. This class includes particularly the
scholarship men, who, realizing that they
have neither time nor means to " waste,"
as they express it, prefer to keep away
from all college associations and stick
closely to their books and books alone.
The Student, in an editorial, defends
the athlete on the grounds that his class
make the best showing in the class room.
This sounds to us like the old primary
school story of the boy who, first on the
play ground, was always first in his class,
while in reality, of course, the opposite
was just as often true. But let our edito-
rial defend the college politician, as well
as his athletic brother. We have just
spoken of the bookworm and his aversion
to anything that takes time from his
studies.
Now, what in the world is this man go-
ing to amount to after he steps from the
graduating platform with his diploma,
suunna cum lnuih. lie has spent his
course in working for grades and of course
he has gotten them. But what else has
he gathered in those four long and valua-
ble years '( Absolutely nothing. How is
his honor grade to carry him through life
and earn him a living? Who will know
of it at all ? lie necessarily has acquired
a slight polish from an unavoidable rub-
bing against those whose ideas are not so
misled, but nobody would in the least sus-
pect that he was a college man.
We believe thai a college education
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does not consist in a thoroughness in
Greek, Latin, Analytical Geometry, Psy-
chology, and so on ; but, while these
studies certainly develop our mind, and
are not to be despised, experience is to be
our chief goal. What are scholarship
grades, anyhow ? They are nothing. Who
of us will not forget his classics and higher
mathematics within two or three years of
his graduation, unless his calling is of
such a nature that he is continually
brushed up and reminded of them ? The
college is a little world of itself, and to
receive a true education Ihe student must
step forth into it and become a part of it.
We now have among us hardly among
us, either men, whose shallow brains
this idea has never reached. They will
always be narrow-minde- d until the out-
side world has taught them the lesson,
which in the course of time it teaches
everybody, be he college man or one not
so fortunate.
To this class of students, four valuable
years have been wasted. They show none
of the polish and culture that college
uates should show, and Kenyon hates to
acknowledge such people as her sons.
What has become of the " Sophomore "
Cotilion of which we have heard so much ?
For the past two years there has been a
great deal of talk, and talk only, on the
part of the Sophomore class concerning
the giving of a dance in the fall term
This year the same subject arose, and we
expected a great deal more from it. Class
meetings were held and committees aj-point- ed
to make the necessary prepara-
tions, but all has so far amounted to
naught. The ''great and glorious ,! class
of '96 has always been thoroughly conf-
ident of its own merits, and has not been
in the least backward in self-prais- e, so
what was more natural for us to expect
this fall, than the swellest society event
that ever graced our beautiful halls. And
now it seems that we are doomed to di-
sappointment, and we are, however u-
nwillingly, forced to realize and recognize
the fact that Kenyon College can exist a
whole term without any action on the
part of these important Sophomores.
We now have two beautiful dances a
year, one in the second term and one in
the third, and why should we not ente-
rtain as well in the fall ? Besides, why
should the Sophomores not furnish this
entertainment? As far as expense is co-
ncerned, they enjoy the lightest year in the
course, and as to ability, they invariably
regard themselves as the most capable
class. The custom remains to be given a
start, and '97 will immortalize itself in
college annals by giving it.
During the last commencement week,
one very noticeable thing detracted greatly
from the general success. That was the
conflict of events. Several times we were
forced to choose between two attractions,
both of which would have been very i-
nteresting to us, because they came oil' at
the same time. Again, our visitors were
greatly disappointed by a delay. On
Monday evening the prize drill at the
Academy was to have come off shortly
after sundown. The sophomore orations
were to follow this. After the greater
crowd of spectators had gathered on the
parade ground, for no reason whatever,
unless, perhaps, to delay the proceeding
in Ascension Hall, it was announced that
the drill had been postponed half an hour.
Meanwhile quite an audience had assem-
bled to hear the prize speaking, and, ol
course, it was a great disappointment to
them to wait jn a close hall till the drill
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was over.: Then on Tuesday night the
Phi Beta Kappa oration conflicted with
the K. M. A. hop. and. as in most similar
cases, the dance had the preference, the
orator spoke before a very small audience
indeed, though it is true that it was not
generally known that persons outside of
Ihe membership of the society were wel-
come. All this is unnecessary. Com-
mencement week is certainly long enough
to allow its events to come one at a time.
Xo conllicts should be made in the sched-
ule, and, when a schedule is once: agreed
upon, nil should abide by it. '
There has been a great deal of dissatisf-
action among the alumni caused by the
election of the '95 Reveille board
' by the
class. Many of them claim that our annual
lias always heretofore been published by
the fraternities of Kenyon College, and, as
two of our fraternities are not represented
in the class of '95, they claim that an in-
justice has been done. It has never been
the policy of the Collegian to mingle in
fraternity affairs, nor is it now, for we
represent the student body at large, but
we now are going to take the liberty of
overstepping our line for once. This dis-
satisfaction simply rests upon one ques-
tion, of course: Who published the Re-
veille in time past '. One side claims it
for the fraternities, one for the junior
class. Each side is perfectly sure that it
is right. It happens that the Collegian
lias a complete file of our annual, from
the time that it discarded newspaper form
and became a bound book, and eleven
numbers have been gotten out:,by" the
class, while the fraternities can show but
live. One of the five can hardly be counted,
lor the printer gave such dissatisfaction
that the book was never accepted and
issued. For class reasons,' therefore, '95
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decided not to change the custom, and
they were undoubtedly right in so doing.
It has also been said that in other colleges
the annual is invariably published by the
fraternities. This is not true, for the di-
vision between class and society is about
equal. Knowing the opinions of the n? m-agin- g
editor, we can promise this mu n to
the fraternity men, that all will be fairly
represented, and that no impositioi what-
ever will appear in its 'pages. ' There is a
possibility that the board may be changed,
we hear.. . If the class, agree upon this, all
right. It is their business. If not, con-
sidering the class as a whole, they are still
right. The objections to them are wholly
unfounded. However, a change of custom
will be more agreeable to all next year,
and this we certainly favor.
IN GOD'S GOOD TIME.
In God's good time, we'll see the veason why
To some he gives, to others must deny;
We will not think it strange, nor wonder then
Why different gifts he gives to different men.
In God's good time, when years have ceased to
roll,
And ages traced their flight upon the soul,
We'll see the reason for our grief and pain,
And know what then seemed loss to us was gain.
In God's good time, no sigh will seek release;
The angry waves of passion sink to peace;
The life will know that simple, restful calm;
The soul will breathe the hoary age's psalm.
In God's good time, with all life's lesson learned,
The reason for this training then discerned,
In God's good time, on Jordan's farther shore,
We'll know why some have less, why others
more. John A. Howell.
All college sports at Kentucky Univer-
sity are now forbidden. The action on
the part of the faculty- - of that institution
was : taken because of gambling at the
games.
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HOME RULE OR ROME RULE.
It lias been said that home rule would
satisfy Irish aspirations, Irish national
aspirations. Let us consider what are
national aspirations. What is a nation?
Is a nation merely a gtographical expres-
sion ? Does it represent only the people
who live in a given geographical area?
No. This would indeed be a shallow in-
terpretation for such a word. ' Nationality
means something more than living to-
gether in one island. It means a com-
munity of historical associations, political
ideas, and religious views. It means an
identity of ideal aspirations. In this
sense Ireland is not a nation at the present,
the religious differences of the various
sections of Irish society are deeper, and
seem more difficult, perhaps, to be laid
aside than like differences in any other
country in the world. It is a most un-
happy fact that there are in Ireland two
nations, two sets of aspirations, two ideals,
two sets of historic memories.
If this be so, and it surely is, what can
be said of the political wisdom of those
statesmen who would cut Ireland adrift
and say to her, " You are a nation and as
such work out your own salvation."
So much is said nowadays concerning
the question of Home Rule for Ireland
that it may be well to consider here what
it really means. Unfortunately we, in
the United States, hear but one side of
the question. We are told that the whole
population of Ireland, with the exception
of a few agitators, is clamoring for Home
Rule, but when we learn that there are
two millions of the most enlightened and
prosperous citizens of that island, who
are bitterly opposed to Home Rule in any
shape or form, we naturally stop to in-
quire what can be the reason for such
opposition. Mr. Gladstone's Home Rule
bill, which has passed the House of Com-
mons, means to the protestants of Ireland
the placing over their heads of a hateful
ascendancy the ascendancy of the priest
on the one hand and that of the rebel and
mercenary agitator on the other.
In fact, Home Rule might best be
rendered by Rome Bule, for religion is at
the bottom of it all. Past experience has
taught the protestants of Ireland that
their Roman Catholic countrymen cannot
be trusted. The history of Ireland from
1688-90- , and the records of 1798, show the
infamous attempts of the Roman Catholics
to rob the loyalists of their civil and
religious liberties. The result of these
attempts is a matter of history, but the
names of Derry, Aughrim, Inniskillen
and the Boyne, are not likely to be fo-
rgotten.
But to come down to our own time.
When we consider what the Land League
and boycotting have done for Ireland,
we may well ask, " Could cruelty grow
worse than that of the men who wreaked
their vengeance on dumb cattle and left
them weltering in their blood ? Could
the malice of the infernal regions exceed
that of the men who issued the decree of
boycotting, so that men were shunned in
the streets, in the church, in the market;
living as outcasts among their fellows;
and if death came to relieve them, no one
could be found to make their winding
sheets or their coffins?
All this they did against men who hap-
pened to differ from them in their political
or religious views. The perpetrators of
these crimes are the men into whose
hands Mr. Gladstone would deliver the
loyalists of Ireland ; into the hands of
men steeped to the lips in treason. Ulster-me- n
are proud to be a part of the British
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Empire, of which they form an integral
portion. They love that flag under which
they have so long enjoyed prosperity and
freedom. What has converted the once
sterile province of Ulster into what is to-
day the most prosperous part of Ireland?
What has given it its linen factories and
its ship yards? Who have brought Bel-
fast from a little hamlet in the last cen-
tury to that, city which to-da- y ranks as
the third port in the United Kingdom,
with a population of almost three hun-
dred thousand ? The answer is, " The
zeal of the men of Ulster hath done this."
Is it then surprising that they should be
unwilling to exchange the unity, liberty
and prosperity which they have so long
enjoyed under the British Parliament for
vassalage under the capricious dogmas of
a disorderly and absurd assembly in Dub-
lin, which must be controlled by the
Healys, the Sextons, the Dillons, and the
O'Briens, with, perhaps, the spiritual
supremacy of Archbishop Walsh?
The world knows that the men of Ulster
and, in fact, the mass of the protestant
population, represent the wealth, intelli-
gence and loyalty of Ireland. In their
veins runs that splendid Anglo-Saxo- n
blood which has flowed on many a battlef-
ield in defense of civil and religious
liberty, and which has girdled the globe
with empires. The loyalists of Ireland
are determined to resist to the bitter end
Mr. Gladstone's Home Rule bill, which, to
quote the eloquent and forcible descript-
ion given of it by the Bishop of Derry,
is, morally, the great betrayel ; logically,
the great fallacy ; religiously, the great
sectarianism ; socially, the great break-up- ;
imperially, the great break-down- .
In the face of a five fold danger of such
magnitude, is it any wonder that such
opposition should be shown by the men
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who have the welfare of Ireland at heart,
and who have done so much to advance
her interests ? The time will come when
the American people will realize what
the aspirations ofthe Church of Rome
are, for already the occupant af the chair
of St. Peter stretches out his hand to press
the button which is to set the machinery
in motion. Those who clamor for Home
Rule have very little to lose, while those
who have the wealth of Ireland, in their
hands, and are opposed to it, signify their
intention of seeking happier climes, if
Mr. Gladstone should succeed in forcing
his infamous measure upon them. So it
seems as though Mr. Gladstone wishes to
sap the foundations and impair the exist-
ence of Protestantism ; for not content
with disestablishing the church in Ireland
and endowing the Roman Catholic College
at Maynouth, he now desires to hand
over the loyalists to the tender mercies of
their ancient enemies, but Ulster, Ireland
from the Giant's Causeway, to the Cove
of Cork, thunders, "Never!"
D. W. TlIORNBERRV, "0(5.
IDEALISM IN LITERATURE.
Third Foley Prize Oration.
The intervention of the human intellect
in all reproductions of nature intended to
be exact imitations, adds a coloring or
casts a shadow that is not in the original.
An imitation is infused with the vitality,
with the spirituality, and the sympathy of
the imitator. A painter imports himself
into his painting, and his work is colored
by those qualities which form the founda-
tion of individuality. Accuracy can only
be obtained by the use of that contrivance
of mechanical art, the camera. For man
turns from what is discordant in actuality
and, moved by instinctive cestheticism,
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substitutes harmony. The accuracy of
the camera is impossible to him, since his
production is full of his own personality,
permeated with his own soul. There
exists in his mind an ingredient, which
must be added to his perception of nature
before nature can give expression to truth,
and thus the ideal is formed. Might we
not, then, call idealism in art the elabora-
tion of I hat inaccuracy which distin-
guishes a man from a machine, and the
introduction of that subjective quality
which distinguishes a painting from a
photograph?-.- . Do we not agree with
Aristotle in his affirmation that "Nature
has the will but not the power to realize
perfection?" Therefore, in search for
beauty, the human intellect conceives the
ideal which is only the projection, of ex-
perience, and the summit of excellence is
attained.
How majestic and beautiful is the art of
the poet who strips off veil after veil
from the signification of ordinary scenes
of life, and discloses to us a deeper mean-
ing than we had ever imagined hidden
under familiar circumstances! The noble
instinct innate in every poet to search for
beauty, leads him to discard all the com-
monplaces of this life, and, fired by a vig-
orous imagination, to strike out boldly
into realms as --yet unentered; to endeavor
to throw aside all peculiarities and ab-
normities, and to disclose the true object
beneath its superficial covering. The
imagination, when thus used, is not a
false and deceitful distorter which aims
at the production of fantastic hallucina-
tions, but is a true and beautiful ex-- ;
pounder of the deepest truths of hidden
relations to which every other gate -- into
our thoughts than the gate of imagina-
tion is closed. " Poetic art," Shelley
truly says, "improves upon nature; the
world of the poet is a fairer one than was
ever seen by mortal eye "
The light that never was on sea or land,
The consecration and the poet's dream,
and hence his imagined world may well
become the foundation of the actual
one the type which men seek to real-
ize." "Poetry is the only verity the
expression of a sound mind speaking
after the ideal, and not after the appa-
rent." Imagination and idealism in this
broad tield of literature this beautiful
treasure house, need no defense, for with-
out imagination and idealism there would
be no poetry.
Every man views the world through his
own eyes, influenced by his own preju-
dices and idiosyncrasies. The writer who
endeavors to make his production of
humanity representative of reality, fails
to free it from that subjective quality
which stamps it as a human individual
effort. ' The minds of men are impressed
differently by the same fact, and they
therefore judge, analyze, and distinguish
with different purposes. A conception of
the world different from our own is all
that we can gain from an attempted re-
production of reality.
But what is the province of fiction
that field of literature which offers great-
est opportunity for realism and idealism?
Shall it concern itself only with the
apparent and the doubtful in humanity,
or, rather, should it not strive to be a po-
rtrayal of the inner soul of humanity? A
man is not what is obvious at first sight,
and nothing more. He has a soul, an
intellect, a personality, which can not. be
seen at a hurried glance. His true nature
is not evident -- all at once, but by a sign
here and a look there, by a few words per-
haps, some insight is. gradually obtained
as to his true worth: . This true nature
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does the idealist discover by careful study,
assisted by egoism ; and it is his duty to
portray for us that true character. For is
not the true aim of fiction to furnish the
world with models for assistance in com-
prehending all that is meant by life?
Gladstone says that "Lofty examples in
comprehensive form are, without doubt,
one of the greatest standing needs of our
race." Fiction, powerful and influential
abuses its great privilege and defeats its
own purpose if it fails to supply those
examples. A noble example, though the
creation of a mind, serves as a readable
sermon to all men. The value of its in-lluen- ce
as a teacher of morals is inestim-
able.
An obscene and disgusting production,
when supported by the plea of realism,
secures the author against popular opinion,
but he who claims to be a disciple of reali-
sm can not have too great a regard for
the purity of what he writes, for it is
taken as an indication ot the condition of
his mind. Should anything be an excuse
for lowering the criterion of purity in
literature when literature is a power, and
a great power in this world an indicat-
ion of the present condition and present
tendencies of humanity, and also an influ-
ential factor in directing the course of
humanity ? It can not be raised too high.
The conception of a man, revealed by the
divestiture of all extrinsic excellencies
and of apparent virtues, but refined and
exalted by being the creation of a mind
as highly sensitive to purity of its creat-
ion as it is responsible for it, can never
lail to be worthy ot emulation by all who
come under its influence. The rejection
of all that is false and external, the
ennobling of all that is true and virtuous,
the constant search for whatever is inher-
ently characteristic, the detection and
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deposition of all hypocrisy and deceit,
make an ideal that is the incarnation of
all good.
Does not our great Creator, before the
glance of whose eye the mist of deceitful-nes- s
which surrounds us vanishes does
not lie search the hearts ? So ought those
to whom has been given this power in a
lesser degree and who have the ability to
convey to others the results of their
labors so ought they to use these pow-
ers to the best interests of mankind; and
for the betterment of humanity.
George F. Atwater.
THE STUDENT'S RIOT JULY 2d.
Oh! la pauvre Jille, pauvre file. This
refrain of a popular French song, inter-
mingled with the sounds of the orchestra
and the skurrying of dancing feet, added
itself to the usual noises of the Boulevard
St. Michel. The ball was at its height ;
the Cafe de la Source, to-irgh- t the envy
of its neighboring rivals, teemed with
crowds of dancing students, while its gay-colore- d
windows and variegated lights
threw fantastic shadows on the crowds
outside in the Boulevard.
Eat, drink, and be merry has, to-nigh- t,
changed to sing, dance, drink, and be
merry; gaiety and excitement everywhere
ruled supreme. Yet still another sound
added itself to the tumult the regular
tramp of many feet, soon followed by the
warning, angry murmur of the crowds
outside. The Prelect of Police had kept
his word, and, while the happy, careless
student sang his refrain and sipped his
bock, was marching his squad of gen-
darmes on the scene of their revelry.
The student balls were at last to be
stopped; the edict against them was to
be complied with, and the traditions of
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student freedom from all restraints, moral
and civil, were to meet an inglorious
death at the feet of the false god of rev-
elry which thejT had served to erect.
Suddenly the music and the dancing
stopped, while the angry mutterings he-cam- e
louder and louder. The men
crowded towards the doors, only to meet
at the gilded entrance the body of gen-
darmes. "I command you to disperse!"
shouted the Prefect as they entered the
cafe. His answer came quickly, ami as
the cries of "Put them out!" "Kill the
dogs of police!" filled the air, the stu-
dents attacked them. The fight was
short. The small body of police soon
gave way before the angry mass, armed
as it was with pistols, canes, chairs, and
beer glasses; and as they retreated, the
now thoroughly enraged mob plunged
after them, encouraging their retreat with
showers of glasses, stones, and clubs. The
rights of the students had been broken
down, their franchise on revelry disre-
garded. No longer could the dance hold
forth charms. Revenge took its place in
every mind. Quickly the mob sallied out
and down the Boulevard, breaking win-
dows, derailing tram-cars- , overturning
kiosques, blindly destroying every break-
able thing belonging to the city whose
police had attacked them.
The howling mob reached the Boule-
vard St. Germain. The police, with rein-
forcements, six hundred strong, barred
their way. The crowd, now armed with
every available weapon, broke upon them,
and soon the battle waged in its shameful
ferocity. At first the police held their
own, but as the mass increased and
pushed upon them, began to retreat down
the Boulevard St, Germain, while the
crowd, hoarse with its cries of "liberie,
egalite, and fraternite" crowded after
them. A quick command was heard; (he
police turned once more upon their pur.
suers. Tirez! And after one battalion
had fired, and the smoke cleared awav.
the mob was seen in hopeless disorder-some- ,
more reckless, endeavoring to bring
back its lleeting courage, while others,
thoroughly alarmed and surprised by lhe'
volley, forced with desperate strength
their way through the terrified ranks,
And in front of all, between the police
and the students, lay the dead body of :
linger, while two others, desperately i
wounded, pitifully stumbled and crept
away.
With this sad scene, the riot proper of
July 2 ended; but all night long the st-
udents walked the streets, crying out :
against the Republic, cursing the police,
plotting schemes of revenge, and lament-
ing the death of their old privileges. So,
too, the police, in body of ten to twenty,
patrolled the Quartier Latin, ever fearful
of some new outbreak. When the dawn
of July 3 broke on the scene, the result of
the mob's work appeared in all its sad-
ness. The Cafe de la Source no longer
offered bright lights and colored windows
to the gaze; all these had been broken in
the first tight, while its scarred gilding
and broken chairs and tables told the fury
of the attack. All along the Boulevard
St. Michel equally deplorable sights
were seen. The overturned kiosques and
broken window glass were intermingled
with crushed hats and fragments of torn
clothes, while here and there a pool of
clotted blood told where some one had
paid for his rage.
So ended the riot, but the sentiment of
the students was so tierce against the Re-
public that on the 14th of July, its natal
day, they trimmed the cafes of the Qua-
rtier Latin with black, and each wore on
his arm a piece of black crepe, to show
his sorrow for the death of what he co-
nsidered true republican spirit.
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A Chicago friend sends us the following
quaint specimen of " maccaroni " Latin.
Most of our readers will doubtless recog-
nize an old favorite in classical garb :
TRES CORVI FUERE.
OHm tres corvi fuere,
Sedebant summa arbore
Conclamabant assidue :
"Caw, Caw, Caw!"
Nigri erant quantopere
Qualis corvi possunt esse,
Conclamabant magnopere :
"Caw, Caw, Caw!"
Unus horum, esurio,
Dicebat suo socio
Conclamant rostro aperto :
"Caw, Caw, Caw ! "
"Per Jovetn, vere jejuno ;
Quod agunt esse pabulo?"
Conclamabant in hoc choro :
"Caw, Caw, Caw!"
" Illic in eampo procumbit
Equus pinguis, qui cecidit;"
Conclamant " Ohe, oleseit.j
Caw, Caw, Caw ! "
Saevus venator percussit,
Ilium vulnere obiit,
Conclamabant " Tenerescit,
Caw, Caw, Caw!"
Insidebimus nos spinae
Dorsi illius facile
Clamant " Tu pignus depone,
Caw, Caw, Caw!"
"Pro oculos extrahere,
Per Bacchum, tam lautitiae."
Conclamant omnes avide :
"Caw, Caw, Caw!"
John S. Zimmerman.
FOOT BALL.
KEN YON 8, 0TTEKHKIN 4.
Kenyon, in her second game of the sea-
son, scored a victory over Otterbein
University at Westerville. The constant
rain during the forenoon did not dampen
the arder of the foot-bal- l enthusiasts, who
turned out in large numbers to see the
game. Thirty students from Kenyon
accompanied the team, and each side had
plenty of encouragement. After a long
and poorly excused delay the game com-
menced. The grounds were still muddy
from the rain in the forenoon, though the
rain itself had ceased. The two teams
lined up as follows :
KENYON.
Hazzard .
Hathaway
'
)
Walkley f "
Thornberry . . .
POSITION. OTTERBEIN.
.Left End Whitney
Left Tackle Needy
.Left Guard Howard
Schofield Center. SeneffHoward
Wing Right Guard Fanning
Hollenback Right Tackle Koepke
Clippenger Right End Bennett
Byard Quarter Back Garst
Kunst Right Half Back Stoner
Sawyer Left Half Back Semple
Doolittle Full Back Barnard
Referees and LTmpires, Foley and E. Barnard.
Otterbein started with the ball and
gained 10 yards on the running V. After
a few downs with small gains Kenyon got
the ball. Kunst ran around the right end
1'or 20 yards. Otterbein then got the ball
on downs, and by constant gains by Sem-
ple, Barnard and Stoner forced it down
the field. Ten minutes after the game
was called Stoner carried it over the line.
No goal.
Kenyon made 8 yards on a V. Bucked
the line to no purpose, but carried the
ball around the ends to within 7 yards of
the goal line. The ball was lost on a
fumble, but almost, immediately it was
regained by an excellent play by Hollen-
back. The ball was within two yards of
the goal, but Kenyon could not get it
over, and it was lost on downs. Otterbein
carried it 30 yards back toward the center
of the field, when it was fumbled, and
Kunst got it. By continued small gains
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by the backs, Kenyon carried the ball to
within one yard of the line, when time
was called.
In the second half Kenyon gained 10
yards on a V. Senelf was hurt, and a sub-
stitute went into the line. This materially
weakened Otterbein, and gains of 5 and
10 yards were made on each down. Kunst,
Sawyer and Doolittle bucked the line, and
Kunst carried the ball over the line before
Otterbein had gotten it at all. No goal.
Otterbein made 15 yards on a V, but
was prevented by good tackles by Olip-penge- r,
Thornberry and Hollenback from
advancing the ball very far. Kenyon got
the ball and played havoc with the Otter-
bein rush line, making holes through
which the backs advanced every down.
Within 7 yards of the line the ball was
gotten by Otterbein and rushed back
about 20 yards by Semple and Stoner
going around the ends, when Kenyon
regained it on downs and rushed it for-
ward again. Sawyer carried the ball over
the line four minutes before time was
called. No goal.
The last four minutes almost allowed us
another touch-down- . Score, 8 to 4. The
ball was in Otterbein's territory during
most of the game. The best work of the
Otterbein team was done by Semple and
Stoner. The tackling of Semple was hard
and sure. Their rush line was greatly
weakened in the second half, and our
backs were always effectual then, while in
the first half Otterbein stood like a wall.
Kenyon played a hard, strong game, but
her interference was scattered. Both col-
leges have strong teams, and the result of
another game between them would be by
no means certain.
' OBERLIN 30, KENYON 8.
The Oberlin team arrived on the morn-
ing of Monday, October 23, having de
feated O. S. U. at Columbus on the Satur.
day previous.
The game was called at 2:15, with the
ball in Oberlin's possession. Oberlin
started weakly with a V, which was d-
estroyed and Regal downed with a loss, I
Then the fight began in earnest and the '
two teams see-sawe- d back and forth across
the gridiron, under the broiling rays of a
scorching sun. At last Kenyon, havinj
forced the ball well into Oberlin's terri-tory- ,
lost it on downs and the Oberlin
team settled down to a strong, steady
style of play, which soon brought them I
well down into our territory. Lee bucked j
hard and, with the aid of a strong inter j
ference, ran our ends repeatedly. Finally
Boothman circled our left end and by a
beautiful run of 35 yards secured a touch-
down. Goal by Kegal. Score, 6-- 0. Time.'
25 minutes.
The rest of the half was a battle-royal- .
Back and forth 1 he two teams swayed ami
strained, now one. now the other, gaining
a temporary advantage. Our interference
was poor and our best work was done on
cross-buck- s by Brusie and Kunst. The
tackles might have been used to better
advantage, at this time, than t hey were.
At last we got the ball on Oberlin's 15
yard line by a fumble, but, just as a touch-
down seemed probable, time was called.
The second half opened with t he ball in
our hands and our Hying V gained 15
yards. Short bucks and runs forced the
ball well down into Oberlin's territory,
but it was lost by a fumble on her 5 yard
line. Then Oberlin's offensive play b-
ecame suddenly stronger, whereas our d-
efensive play became weaker. A little
good, strong, spirited coaching, of the
right kind, would have helped our men
immensely in this crisis, but it came not.
Scolding and profanity are of no avail in
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such crises, and had tivo men, high in the
councils of the team, done their duty, we
might have a different story to tell. Bucks
on our tackles, who were both playing too
liisih, brought the ball well down into our
territory, when Boolhman, by another of
,js beautiful runs, secured a touch down,
(ioal. Kenyon gained 20 yards with her
running V and, following it up by short
runs and bucks, carried the ball over the
line for a touch down. No goal. Oberlin
took the ball and by breaking the line
curried it down to Kenyon's 20 yard line,
where it was given to us for foul play, and
Doolittle punted. Regal caught (lie punt
nicely and made a good run, and then
Boollmian again carried it over for a
touch-dow- n. Goal. Score, 38-- 4.
Kenyon again gained well with her V,
but was soon obliged to punt, and Clippen-se- r
downed Regal cleverly, near the cent-
er of the field. Oberlin gained well on
short runs and a lo yard buck by Fitch
and Shields made another touch-dow- n.
Regal kicked goal. Score. 24-- 4.
Then our good V gains well again, and
alter good bucking, in which Doolittle
'starred,'' Brusie made a run of 15 yards
and a touch down. No goal.
Oberlin took the ball and, although
somewhat weaker than at lirst, by good
half back work, secured another touchd-
own and Regal kicked the goal. Score,
30-- 8.
The teams lined up again but in a few
minutes time was called without much
lain on either side. Line-u- p :
OBKRMN. POSITION. KENYON.
Cole Left End f?wyer,,Hazzard
Fauver Left Tackle 1
Spindlcr.
. .
McMurray
.
White
.Left Guard Thornberry
. . . Center Schofield
Right Guard Wing
Fitch Right Tackle Hollenback
Stewart Right End Phcllis
Mott Quarter Back B yard
Shields Right Half Back Brusie
Boothman Left Half Back Kunst
Regal Full Back Doolittle
Referee First half, Foley ; second half, Mil-lika- n.
Umpire First half, Millikan; second half,
Foley.
Many points in the team's play were
open to criticism. The interference was
weak, the ends in no case being hit hard
enough to entirely dispose of them. Ober-lin'- s
center should have been bucked
harder, as they were weak in that spot.
The signals were given too slowly and
there was not enough coaching. A little
yelling now and then braces the men up
wonderfully. But, perhaps, the greatest
mistake of all was to kick on the first
down without even trying to advance the
ball. Our offensive play was so much
stronger than our defensive; that it was
folly to give Oberlin the ball without even
an attempt at gaining the necessary live
yards. However, the men, individually,
deserve great praise, and perhaps another
year we will do better against Oberlin.
KENYON 42, 0. S. U. 6.
the " Oanvasbacks ''Saturday, Oct, 28,
from the Ohio State University met their
death at the hands of the Kenyon team.'
It was a great day for foot ball, though
the weather was uncomfortably cold for
the spectators, whose hopes were evenly
divided, for quite a crowd of students from
the University accompanied the visiting
club.
The game itself was clean and gentle-
manly, but a little too one-side- d to be very
interesting. O. S. U.'s strong point was
in bucking Kenvon's line, for her runs
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were short and few. Kenyon's interfer-
ence was strong indeed, and the work of
her backs was excellent. Though Kunst
is credited with but one touch down, he
was almost always the man who carried
the ball to the goal line to be put over by
someone else. Clippenger and Hollen-bac- k
did well on our ends. 0. S. U.,
though she had some very fast men behind
her line, always sent her runner locked
arm in arm with the interference. This
of course prevented any star runs on her
part. Her ground gainer was Wood.
The teams lined up as follows:
O. S. U. Position. Kenyon.
Nagle Right End Clippenger
Boynton, Right Tackle Buttolph
Gibbs Right Guard Williams
Reed Center Schofield
Masters Left Guard Thornberry
Welch Left Tackle Walkley
Dunlap Left End Hollenback
Morey Quarter Back Byard
Wood Right Half Sawyer
Gillen Left Half Kunst
Ho ward .' .' ! ! ". ! FuU Bllck Doolittle
Referees and Umpires, Haas and Foley.
Below is a detailed account of the game:
0. S. U. took the ball and started with
the Rider wedge. It did not prove such a
success as was expected, for it gained only
7 yards. They bucked 1 yard, ran 5, then
2, and lost the ball. Sawyer signaled for
Kunst, who ran to O. S. U.'s 20 yard line.
Kenyon then by repeated bucks of 4 and
5 yards pushed the ball over the line and
touched it down six minutes after time
was called. Sawyer failed to kick goal.
0. S. U. started in the same way and
gained 10 yards, and lost the ball on four
downs. Sawyer made a good run of 20
yards. It was then advanced 2, 4, 8, 5, 3,
and i yards. No gain. Then by slow
bucks and short runs Kenyon scored four
more points. No goal.
The same start by 0. S. U. makes
yards, bhe bucks 3 more and loses lnlf
on fourth down. Sawyer makes a beauti.1)
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more, 6 is gained on a buck, and Sawvej
makes another touch down, and kicks
beautiful goal. I
O. S. U. gains 7 yards on her wedge.
gain. Gillen carries the ball forward $
yards. In three strong bucks 5 yards are'
gained, and Wood runs 13. No gain. Three"
more bucks and the team lines up 7 yards!
from our goal line. A criss-cros- s was then-signale- d
for, and while Clippenger was!
held by his opposite, Wood touches the
ball down behind the line, and a goal is
kicked. Score, 14 to G.
. Kenyon leads olf with a running Y, gi-
ving the ball to Sawyer, who proved good
for 21 yards. 0. S. U.'s lines shoved i,
then 3 yards. Clippenger circles the right
end for 13 more, and Sawyer takes the
ball with the usual disastrous result to the
visitors. Goal.
Wood gains 17 yards. A fumble loses
5, which is regained and the ball goes to
Kenyon on downs. Kunst never stops
till within 29 yards of O. S. U.'s line. Sa-
wyer, as usual, completes the affair, and
scores four points, adding two for a goal.
O. S. U., by short advances, chietly made
by her right half back, lines up 40 yards
from the middle of the field and fumbles
to Kenyon ; 25 yards are recovered, when
Kenyon fumbles and O. S. U. shoves her ;'
back 12. The ball is lost again l.y I lie
visitors, and from this time on our halves !
alternate in advancing, and Sawyer again
touches down and kicks goal.
We are now backed down to the 30 yard
line, when we take the ball on downs and
carry it 7 yards past the middle of the
field. Kunst makes a magnificent run of
48 yards, and credits another touch down.
No goal.
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j 0. S. U. advances 30 yards and loses the
bull-
-
Kenyon recovers 10, and herself
loses the ball. Howard, having replaced
Withoft, w ho retired with a broken rib,
punts 20 yards, and time is called. Score
Kenyon, 3(5 ; O. S. U., 0.
Only nine minutes of the second half
i ,-a-
s played, in order to give the victims
lime to escape on the first Columbus train
but this was time enough for us to score
main. Kenyon's ball. The V gains 7
- yards, a buck, 0 more. Kunst again runs
to the 5 yard line, and Clippenger touches
down. Sawyer kicks goal. O. S. U. ad-
vanced the ball steadily till time was
called.
Summary of points: Touch downs
lor Kenyon. Sawyer, 4; Doolittle, 2; Kunst
1. and Clippenger 1. For O. S. U., Wood,
1. Goals Sawyer, 5; Gillen, 1.
Our present team shows a great im-
provement on its condition during the
Oherlin game. The blocking off was much
better. Doolittle interfered wonderfully
lor a long run of Kunst. If the eleven
keeps up to its present condition, we have
no fears for its future success.
KENYON 5(5, ADELBERT 14.
The Adelbert team arrived in Gambier
Saturday night, November 4. She came
fresh from a victory over the State Uni-
versity, and ready for another one. She
had made every preparation to beat Ken-
yon, but, apparently, to no purpose.
Stock well was unable to play, having
been injured at Columbus; but Wilson,
her other crack half-back-, had not gone
into the game the day before, and was
fresh. Evans was not in Jhe best of
shape.
The Kenyon team was expected to be
weak. Several of our best men were dis
abled, and three substitutes played in the
game. Here is the line up :
ADELBERT. POSITION. KENYON.
Gairing L. E. . Hollenback
Stewart L. T Hazzard, Capt.
Lottridge L. G Thornberry
Mathias C Schofield
Taylor R. G McFarland
Stevens R. T Martin
Wickham R. E Clippenger
Jones R. H Walkley
Wilson L. H Kunst
Lee Q. B Byard
Evans, Capt F. B Doolittle
Berry Referees Foley
The following is a detailed report :
Adelbert won the toss, and chose the
west side of the field. The referee's
whistle blew at 2:45. Kenyon's living Y
was good for 10 yards. Doolittle bucked
3 yards. We then lost 5 yards on a fum-
ble. No gain, and Adelbert's ball. Adel-
bert recovered 2 yards, and lost the ball
herself on a fumble to Walkley, who ran
47 yards and scored before four minutes
had elapsed. No goal.
Adelbert's wedge is good for but 5
yards; but she adds to her 5 by steady
bucks and short runs of 5 and 6 yards till
within 12 yards of Kenyon's goal line.
Meanwhile, Byard is distinguishing him-
self by his tackling. At the 12-yar- d line,
she again fumbles, losing 5 yards. Ken-
yon gets the ball on four downs, and
Kunst advances it 7 yards, then 5. Doo-
little bucks 5 more. A second buck loses
3. Hollenback, Kunst, and Clippenger
carry it to the 50-yar- d line, and the um-
pire gives Kenyon 5 yards on an off-sid- e
play. Ilollenbach runs 9 yards, Kunst 7,
Doolittle bucks 6, and Walkley takes the
ball to within 5 yards of Adelbert's goal.
Two short bucks, and it is over. Hollen-
back kicks goal.
Adelbert's Y gains 5 yards, Wilson 2
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more. A shove loses 2, then Jones carries
it 7 yards. No gain. Five yards more.
Five yards is lost on Clippenger's tackle
behind the line. No gain. Evans punts
12 yards, and Doolittle gets the ball.
Successive short runs and good, hard
bucks score us another touch down, Kunst
scoring the points. Goal.
Adelbert works us for 5 yards on an off-sid- e
play at the start. Without stopping,
except for a little 2-ya- rd loss at the 20-yar- d
line, she bucks straight down the
field, Stevens making a touch-dow- n.
Evans fails at goal.
Kenyon starts with a flying V, giving
the ball to her left half back, who downs
it 21 yards from the center. Walkley
takes it next, and crosses the line in good
shape. Iiollenbach kicks another goal.
. Adalbert's wedge gains her 7 yards.
Jones bucks 3 yards and drops the ball,
Martin picking it up and taking it 3 yards
past the middle of the field. Three bucks
give us 15 more, and Kunst goes clear
through the Adelbert rush line for a touch-
down, running 37 yards. No goal.
The visitors carry the ball forward 20
yards. Wilson circles our end for 17
more. The referee here allows Adelbert
to keep the ball on a very short 5 yard
gain in four downs. Two more gains of
3 yards, and Wickham scores a second
touch-down- . Wilson kicks goal.
Kenyon advances quite a distance into
Adelbert's territory, when time is called.
Score: Kenyon, 2(5; Adelbert, 10.
SECOND HALF.
Adelbert's ball. Five and a half yards
made on a V. A shove loses a yard.
Three yards gained on a shove. No gain.
Kenyon's ball on four downs, and she
recovers 7-- J yards of her lost ground.
Walkley takes the ball, and with wonder-
ful interference runs to within 3 vards of
tne goal line, ivunsi scores live minutu!
after time is called. Goal.
Adelbert takes her usual 5 yards on h,.
wedge, adds 2, 1, and loses 3. Evans
punts 25 yards. Doolittle catches le
ball, and with every Kenyon man iniM
fering for him, makes the star run of ie
day 85 yards, and right through tl,,.
whole Adelbert team. Touch-dow- n ainl
goal.
Adelbert advances 18 yards when Ken.
yon secures the ball, and by good work l,
Clippenger and the backs, scores fou:
more points. Iiollenbach kicks another
goal.
Adelbert takes the ball at the cenler.
and our next touch-dow- n is nothing hula
repetition of the one before, except Ilia'
the gains by Kunst, Walkley. and t'lij'
penger were longer. No goal.
Adelbert starts with only 4 yards thi-tim- e,
and she fumbles, but recovers t t-
ubal 1 and adds !l yards. The ball is agaii.
dropped, and Iiollenbach picks it up ami
scores another touch-dow- n in less thai;
one minute after the start at the center.
Goal.
Adelbert succeeded this time in build
ing up her score to fourteen points. 1!
this time it. had grown so dark thai
nobody was able to tell who had I he hull.
No goal.
Kunst takes the ball at the start, nix!
never is downed till he had gained !S-ya- rds.
Iiollenbach completes the '
yards, and touches it down, but fails nl
goal.
Adelbert starts again with her V, which
gained 0 yards, but the play was tinlin-ished- ,
for time was called with the bull
well into our territory. Score: 5fl to 14
in our favor.
The game was too much of a walk-ove- r
to be interesting, except to the spi riled
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jvenvonites, and its report is a monoton-
ous record of star plays by the home
team- - Kenyon's interference was un-
breakable. As usual, the Hying V vvas
very effective.
Our backs all deserve special mention,
as the report will show. Clippenger and
Ilollenback play like veterans. At times
he visitors' steady buck caused us to
fuess again," and at the end of the first
half I he result was by no means certain.
In the second, Wickham was laid off with
a sprained ankle, Evans with an injured
knee and a badly torn ear, and Walkley
with a bad eye. The appearances of the
three victims would indicate an unusually
dirty game, but such was not the case
The refereeing of Messrs. Berry and-Fole- y
was fair, indeed, the former, possi-
bly, making an unfortunate slip in the
first half.
The result of the game was wholly
unexpected, for, witli three substitutes on
the team, we looked for a hard rub. How-
ever, there was nothing to indicate that
these three men were tilling vacancies.
THE NEWS.
Owen J. Davies, '91, paid Gambier a
Hying visit, October 19.
II. II. Wolf, ex-'9(- 5, visited the Kenyon
Chapter of Alpha Delta I'hi, October 22.
Moltley, '95; Hathaway, '96, and Webb,
made a living trip to the World's
Fair.
Rumor whispers of a Sophomore dance
this term. All hope the idea will be carr-
ied out.
The Hon. S. A. Foley, of Lincoln, III.,
paid a short visit to his son, W. IT. Foley,
and his daughter, Miss Edna Foley, of
Harcourt Place.
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The Second Eleven scored a victory of
18 to 0 over Mt. Union, at Alliance. Con-
gratulations.
The Bedell lectures on the " Evidences
to Christianity " were delivered by Bishop
Leonard, of Ohio.
C. II. Pratt, Williams, '94, was in Gam-
bier, October 10, for the purpose of organ-
izing a Republican Club.
Hallow'een was celebrated in various
ways on the hill, but many " celebrators "
met with untoward misfortunes.
W. R. Gill, '91, and E. M. Mancourt,
'85, spent Sunday, October 8th, with the
Kenyon Chapter of Alpha Delta Phi.
B. H. Williams, '93, who has been
coaching the foot ball team, left October
9th for his home in Monroeville, Ohio.
Miss Louise Carmen, of Chicago, spent
some days on the hill, having come here
with her brother, who enters the K. M. A.
Mrs. Russell, formerly of Toledo, has
opened a new boarding-hous- e for students
in the house next to the Methodist Church.
All rejoiced, when, on October 11th,
the chimes were finally repaired, and
unity of time was once more restored to us.
Wm. N. Dudley, of Washington, D. C,
and II. C. Devin, '88, drove out from Mt.
Vernon and spent the afternoon on the
hill, October 6.
The Athletic Association notes with
thanks the donations of the Hon. Samuel
Mather, of Cleveland, O., and Mr. Chas.
E. Burr, of Columbus, O.
Strange tilings sometimes happen.
Otterbein College, which is paj'ing one of
Kenyon's old half-back- s to teach her to
play foot ball, posts signs like this:
Williams 8, Otterbein 4, Kenyon 0. One
might suppose that Otterbein is hardly
out of her "swaddling clothes" even yet.
so THE COLLEGIAN.
A Republican Club, called in honor of
Prof. Benson, The Edward C. Benson Re-
publican Club, has been organized. F. J.
Doolittle, '94, is President, and II. II.
Kennedy, '9(5, Secretary.
The Second Eleven elected 0. P. Mott-ley- ,
'95, captain, in (he place of C. 0.
AY right, '!)(). who was compelled to resign
the position on account of his health.
The Glee Club has commenced regular
practice, although there are fewer candi-
dates than is desirable. All should bear
in mind that the club must be well sup-
ported if we are to have any concerts
this winter. .
October 20 was made memorable by a
fire which broke out in the "Annex" of
the K. M. A. The -- 'barbs" had a line
opportunity to exhibit their bravery, and
the Gambier fire engine (?) its increased
uselessness.
The heelers " at Oberlin were Messrs.
Foley, Barber. Alden, Armstrong, Ileald,
Cary, Stanbery. Sullivan, and II. F.
Williams. All reported a line time and
enjoyed greatly the kind hospitality tend-
ered them at Mom oeville.
EXCHANGE AND
We quote a few paragraphs clipped at
random from a very full set of regulations
given to incoming freshmen in the 2fc-Jficke- n
Hevieio :
If a freshman meets one of the upper
classmen, or a member of the faculty, he
should request (politely) his nurse or
attendant, to remove his hood, and should
wait in a respectful altitude until his
superior passes by.
Freshmen should present themselves
with clean faces, their hair nicely combed,
and their stockings neatly darned at the
knees.
Children wishing to practice the IVesh
men yell should adjourn to the asli pj,,
back of the campus, unless the janitor
can be prevailed upon to give them the
use of the coal cellar.
The infant class are forbidden to in
crease their stature by high hats, nor is it
permitted them to wear canes, except
when carrying them for members of the
upper classes.
Horses are not allowed to children on
any occasion, not even in a class-rush- .
Wesleyan University is rejoicing in the
construction of a new gymnasium.
There are thirty candidates for positions
on the University of Illinois team.
George Case, '94. has been elected
captain of the Yale Base Ball Club
Dartmouth has no less than thirty-si- x
candidates for the rush line this season.
Nearly half of the men who have gra-
duated at Monmouth College have selected
their wives from the girls who were with
them in college.
Well, well, well ?
At Boston University the Faculty has
voted to permit work on the college
papers to count an hour's work i:i the
course, allowing seven hours per week to
the managing editor and two hours to
each of his assistants. The thousands of
toil-wor-
n, care-lade- n collegiate editors
would rise up and call their respective
Faculties blessed were they all to Inke
such philanthropic action.
A TIME TO LAUGH.
I saw the man who drove the hearse
Grin like a fiend for full a minute;
"Why, sir," I asked, "this ill-tim- ed mirth?"
" Because," he chuckled, " I'm not in it."
University C'l'iie- -
VALENTINE,
ARBITER in FASHION,
15 SOUTH HIGH STREET,
COLUMBUS, O.
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
WEBSTER'S
A Grand Educator.
Sprinrfctl, Mdss.
aff-D- o not buy cheap photographic
rejinnts of ancient editions.
ttySend for free prospectus contain
ing fjifcinicn pages, uiusiruiiuns, etc.
THE COLLEGIAN.
THE HIGHEST
ART IX TAILORING
IS THE
CHARACTER of GARMENTS and FABRICS
FOR MEN'S WEAR
MADE
TO ORDER.
INTERNA TIONA
Nnvfrom Cover to Cover. J Jf ( T 4 T? TTAbreast oj tHe I ttnes. jl J. M r J. 1 J. A A V J.
Successor of the
"Unabridged."
Ten years were spent in
revising. Kill editors em-
ployed, ami over 300, WW)
ex pent led.
Every Person who
reads and writes should
own thin Dictionary. It
quickly and correctly an-
swers the questions con-
stantly arising concerning
words their history,
spelling, pronunciation,
meaning, etc.
A Library in Itself, it also gives in a
form convenient for ready reference the facts often
wanted concerning eminent persons, ancient and
modern; noted fictitious persons and places; the
countries, cities, towns, and natural features of the
glohe; translation of foreign quotations, words,
and proverbs; etc., etc., etc.
This Work is Invaluable in the house-
hold, and to the teacher, scholar, professional man
ami self-educat- or.
Sohl by AH Bonksrllrrs.
C.Merriam Co., Pttb'rs, WEBSTER'S
INTERNATIONAL I
DICTIONARY j
v
The Chair for You.
Ask Your Dealer for the
DELAWARE, 0 ,
DOUBLE CANE CHAIRS
And ROCKERS.
THEY ARE SOLD FROM OCEAN
TO OCEAN.
If you want a Chair for the Library, Sitting
Room, Lawn, or Office, that is strong, right in
the seat, right in the back, right everywhere,
ask your dealer for the Delaware Chair. All
not so branded are imitations.
DELAWARE CHAIR CO.,
DELAWARE, OHIO.
Catalogues to the Trade.
IF YOU WANT
A FIRST CLASS RIG
GO TO
F. H. SMITH'S
New Livery Stable.
EVERYTHING NEW AND FIRST-CLAS- S.
HACKS TO ALL TRAINS.
F. H. SMITH,
Chase Avenue, GAMBIER.
vi THE COLLEGIAN.
Harcourt Place Seminary, Gambier, 0.
For young Indies and girls.
Founded in 1887 with the object of providing,
west of the Alleghenies, a school of the very
highest grade.
Location of great beauty and healthfulness.
Elegant buildings.
Teachers all college women, receiving much
larger salaries than usual in boarding schools.
Advantages of instruction unequaled, it is be-
lieved, at auy church school in this country.
Special course of study for high school graduates
and others who wish to supplement their previous
training by a year or two further study, with spe-
cial attention to manners and accomplishments.
A course of graduation planned on new lines,
which aims, by requiring no Latin and Greek,
and no Mathematics except a thorough knowledge
of Arithmetic and elementary Book-keepin- g, to
allow time for an extensive study of English,
including Language, Literature, History, and B-
iography as related to Literature and History;
Classic Literature studied by means of the best
translations; Modern Languages taught by a na-
tive teacher, and best intsruction given in prac-
tical Science. This course meets a long-fel- t need,
and it has received the enthusiastic approval of
all careful educators to whom it has been sub-
mitted as a long step toward the best education
of the average girl.
A college preparatory course, designed to give
as thorough preparation for college as can be liad
in this country.
Graduates admitted to Wellesly, Smith, and
other colleg"S without examination. Our gradu-
ates who have entered college have been uni-
formly and remarkably successful.
Exceptional advantages in Piano and Vocal
Music, and in Art.
Careful attention to everything pertaining to
good healih, sound learning, and general culture.
For catalogues address the Principal,
MISS ADA I. AYER, B. A.
Kenyon Military Academy, Gambier, 0.
For young men and boys.
Sixty-nint- h year. Completely reorganized in
1885, with the object of providing, west of the
Alleghanies, a training school fully equal to the
best schools of the East.
Growth since reorganization remarkable, the
number of pupils having increased more than 400
per cent. Pupils during the past year from sixteen
States. Location of great beauty and healthful-
ness. Elegant buildings. Masters of all college
graduates and teachers of tried efficiency. Thor
ough preparation for college or business. Care-
ful supervision of health, habits, and manners.
Bad boys carefully excluded. Particular atten-
tion paid to the training of young boys.
Conducted upon a strict Military system, but
unlike many of the military schools, decidedly
homelike.
Weekly receptions for recreation and social
cultivation, occasions of great enjoyment and
profit to the cadets.
Large new gymnasium and drill hall.
For illustrated catalogue address the Rector.
LAWRENCE RUST, LL. D.
71
77
81
87
93
99
107
111
116
120
131
135
139
145
149
151
158
170
112
117
118
124
129
136
144
161
165
170
Central Time.
CLEVELAND,
AKRON &
COLUMBUS RY.
Schedule, in Effect Novemb r 19, 1993.
SOUTH BOUND.
Cleveland Lv.
Euclid Avenue. "
Newburg "
Hudson "
Cuyuhoga Falls "
Ak"" il:
South Akron ... "
Barberton "
Clinton "
Warwick "
Marshalville ... "
0r"iMe tl:
Apple Creek "
Fredericksburg, "
Holmesville "
Millersburg '
Killbuck "
Pictoria "
Brink Haven. . - "
Danville "
Howard "
Gambier "
Mt. Vernon ....
Bangs "
Mt. Liberty "
Centerburg "
Condit "
Sunbury "
Galena "
Vv'esterville "
Columbus Ar.
Central Time.
Columbus Lv.
Westerville "
Galena "
Sunbury "
Condit "
Centerburg "
Mt. Liberty "
Bangs "
Mt. Vernon ....
Gambier "
Howard "
Danville "
Brink Huven .. "
Pictoria "
Killbuck "
Millersburg "
Holmesville "
Fredericksburg, "
Apple Creek.. "
Orrvllle j J- -
Marsbalville "
Warwick "
Clinton "
Barberton "
South Akron ... "
Akron (Ar- -Lv.
Cuyahoga Falls "
Hudson. "
Newburg "
Euclid Avenue. "
Cleveland Ar.
2 28 38
A. M. P. M. P. M.
9.00 8.00 1.00
9.14 8.14 1.19
9.25 8.29 1.35
'10.00 9.12 2.05
10.15 9.30 2.20
10.23 9.40 2.30
10.2 L9.45 2.35
9.52 2.43
10.43 10.01 2.53
10.13 3.03
10.57 10.16 3.07
f 10.27 3.22
11.14 10.35 3.30
11.18 10.42 3.37
f 10.55 3.51
11.06 4.01
f 11.14 4.09
11.53 11.27 4.20
12.04 11.40 4.33
fll.53 4.43
12.10 4.58
f 12.22 5.09
f 12.31 5.18
12.45 12.40 6.27
12.55 12.50 5.40
L 1.00 L 1.00 l 6.00
6.10
6.18
1.25 1.28 6.28
6.10
fl.49 6.49
fl.52 6.54
1.54 2.06 7.05
2.15 2.30 7.30
P. M. A. M. P. M.
NORTH BOUND.
3 27 35 9 7
Noon N'ht A. M. p. M. p. m.
12.10 12.05 fS.45 112.30 tl.20
12.30 6.09 12.57 4.29
f 12.44 6.22 1.11 5.04
f 12.48 6.26 1.16 5.08
f 12.56 6 34 1.33 5.18
1.09 6.45 1.46 5.30
f 1.19 6.53 1.56 5.40
f 1.27 7.00 2.05 5.18
1.17 1.37 7.10 2.15 6.00
Ll.22 Ll.47 L7.15 Ar. 6.20
1.32 1.69 7.26 6.33
f2.09 7.34 6.42
f 2.17 7.42 6.49
-- . -- . 2.30 7.51 6.59
f'2.49 8.10 7.19
2.18 3.03 8.21 7.33
2.31 3.17 8.38 7.4"
- f3.27 8.48 7.57
3.37 8.58 - 8.06
f3.19 9.09 0 8.17
3.05 4.05 9.23 A. M. 8.31
3.12 4.15 9.28 7.15 8.40
9.39 7.23 8.50
3.33 4.37 9.51 7.34 9.01
4.42 9.55 7.37 9.05
3.41 4.52 10.08 7.52 9.18
5.03 10.18 8.02 9.28
3.57 6.10 10.25 8.09 9.35
4.02 L5.20 L10.30 8.14 9.40
4.14 6.34 10.42 8.27 9.50
4.27 6.50 10.55 8.4510.05
6.00 6.30 11.30 9.20 P. M.
5.11 6.46 11.43 9.36 Ar.
5.25 7.00 11.55 9.50
P. M. A. M. A. M. A. M.
WANTED, AGENT!
To sell our "KENYON " COLLEGE BUTTON.
Must be a hustler.
ROEHM &o SO 1ST,
fraternity jewelers,
Detroit, - - Michigan.
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Kenyon Collegian.
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY THE
Students of Kenyon College, Gambier, 0.
SUBSCRIPTION, $1.00 A YEAR IN ADVANCE.
ADVERTISING RATES FURNISHED UPON APPLICATION.
We request all Students to patronize those who ad-
vertise in The Collegian.
Send all matter for publication to C. V. Sanford,
Editor - in - Chief.
Business letters and all bills payable to F. J. Doolit-tle- ,
Business Manager.
vm THE COLLEGIAN.
Knyon Ce9e3 Garnkier, Oio.
THREE DEPARTMENTS
A COILBGMTE SCHOOi - Kenyon College
A THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL Hexley Hall.
A ntlSrAl-tATOll- Y SCHOOL Iienyon Military Academy.
COLLEGE CHAPEL.
The village of Gambier is in the hilly country a little east of the centre of Ohio. The location is one of great beauty
and healthfulness, the college buildings are extensive and commodious. The student may select from a variety of
courses Classical, Philosophical, Scientific, etc. The library is large and well selected, and the reading room is well
supplied with newspapers, magazines, and periodicals. The physical and chemical apparatus is new and complete,
the gymnasium is large and convenient, and the park and athletic grounds are unsurpassed in the State. The new
chemical and physical laboratories are now ready for use.
COLLEGE
THEODORE STERLING, SI. D., LL. D., President of Ken-yo- n
College, Bowler Professor of Natural Philosophy
and Chemistry.
REV. EDWARD C. BENSON, A. M., Professor of the Latin
Language and Literature.
RUSSELL S. DEVOL, A. M., Peabody Professor of Mathe-
matics, Civil Engineering, and Astronomy.
LESLIE II. INGHAM, A. M., Professor of the Greek Lan-
guage and Literature, and Assistant Professor of Phys-
ics and Chemistry in charge of the Laboratory.
CHARLES F. BRUSIE, A. B., Mcllvaine Professor of the
English Language and Literature, and Rhetoric.
FACULTY
VV. F. PE1HCE, A. M .. Spencer and Wolf Professor of
Philosophy. Logic, History, and Economics.
REV. CHARLES L. FISCHER, A. M., Professor of Modern
Languages. ,
W. II. FOLEY, A. B., Tutor in Modern Languages and I-
nstructor in History.
T. C. LAUGHLIN, A. B , Tutor in Latin and Greek
REV. H. M. DENSLOW, A. B., Chaplain, Instructor in
Bible and Evidences.
For catalogue and further information address
Prof. W. F. PEIRCE,
Secretary ol the Faculty.
FACULTY OF THE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.
THEODORE STERLING, M. D.. LL. D., President of the
Faculty.
REV. HOSEA W. JONES, D. D., Dean of the Faculty, and
Eleutheros Cooke, Professor of Ecclesiastical History,
Church Polity, and Homiletics.
REV. JACOB STREIBERT, A. M., Griswold Professor of
Old Testament Instruction and Instructor in Hebrew.
REV. C. THEODORE SEIBT, S. T. D., Milnor and Lewii
Professor of Dogmatic Theologv.
REV. CHARLES L. FISCHER, A.'M., Professor of New
Testament Instruction and Evidences.
REV. H. M. DENSLOW, A. IS., Professor of Liturgies and
Evidences.
Address all correspondence to
Rev. HOSEA W. JONES, D. D.,
Dean of the Faculty.
